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GLOBAL 
MARKET 
UPDATE

The start of the third quarter saw global economic 
activity stabilise and creep back into growth 
territory again. Undoubtedly the majority of the 
headline PMIs look better, rising to a strong enough 
level to push the global aggregate composite PMI 
back above 50 for the first time since February. 
Although rising new orders and increasing capacity 
utilisation provide a sense of comfort and optimism, 
the flagging employment component suggests 
there are risks that the recovery could stall. The July 
jobs market report in the US leads us to the same 
conclusion: nice headlines, but uglier under the 
surface, as the unemployment rate got stuck over 
10%.

In an attempt to keep the economy going (and 
also to appeal to voters), President Trump signed 
four executive orders, which provide additional 
unemployment benefits (a USD 400 weekly payment, 
down from USD 600), suspend the collection of 
payroll taxes, avoid evictions and assist with student-
loan payments. At the time of writing, the legality 
of the President’s executive orders remains unclear, 
as Democrats argue that Mr. Trump breached 
congressional spending authority by bypassing 
Congress, or in other words, what the POTUS did 
could have been unconstitutional. Furthermore, 
the executive orders require states to fund 25% of 
the weekly unemployment payments. However, it is 
uncertain whether states will be able to meet these 
obligations.

The global economic diary is packed for the week, 
which should help further assess the economic 
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DEVELOPED

Top 3 Norway 3.63%
Austria 3.17%
Germany 2.74%

Bottom 3 New Zealand -1.26%
Switzerland 0.49%
Denmark 0.51%

EMERGING

Top 3 South Korea 5.02%
Hungary 3.06%
Dubai 2.77%

Bottom 3 Turkey -9.50%
Chile -4.68%
Brazil -4.23%

FRONTIER

Top 3 Argentina 5.56%
Vietnam 5.40%
Bangladesh 3.64%

Bottom 3 Kenya -2.81%
Estonia -2.42%
Mauritius -2.08% 
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UNITED STATES 
 
S&P 3,351 +2.45%, 10yr Treasury 0.57% +3.58bps, HY 
Credit Index 387 -57bps, Vix 22.21 -2.25Vol

The stock market in the US was in a pretty good mood 
and most indices gained by the end of Friday, despite 
a slowdown in employment growth, a failure to reach an 
agreement on the next economic relief bill by lawmakers 
and the lingering geopolitical tensions between the US 
and China. In this environment the S&P 500 and the 
Nasdaq Composite rose, each was up 2.5%, whilst the 
small-cap biased Russell 2000 increased 6%. By the end 
of the week the Treasury curve slightly steepened, as 
the 10-year yield edged up 4bp to 0.56%. Despite the 
increase in longer-dated (nominal) Treasury yields, yields 
in real terms further sank.     
        

EUROPE
 
Eurostoxx 3,258 +2.28%, German Bund -0.51% +1.50bps, 
Xover Credit Index 342 -34bps, USDEUR .850 +0.18%

European stock indices closed higher on Friday, marking 
weekly gains as investors focussed on a broadly supportive 
earnings season and improving economic data in Europe. 
The German DAX was one of the strongest performers 
(+2.7% in USD). In comparison, the French CAC 40 rose 2% 
in USD, the UK’s FTSE 100 edged up 1.8% in USD, whilst the 
Spanish benchmark lagged (+0.9% in USD). Meanwhile, 
German Bund yields slightly rose (the 10-year by 2bp to 
-0.51%), but spreads on periphery assets compressed 
(e.g. the Italian 10-year yield declined by 8bp to 0.93%).

Manufacturing PMI in Poland rose to 52.8 in July, emerg-
ing from contractionary territory. The PMI was mainly driv-
en higher by the output and new orders, due to the recov-
ery in demand, as lockdown restrictions continued to ease.
.

ASIA PACIFIC
 
HSCEI 10,008 +0.23%, Nikkei 22,329.94 +2.68%, 10yr JGB 
0.01% 0bps, USDJPY 105.990 +0.17%

In Asian stock markets, investor sentiment was positive 
in general during the week and as a result the majority 
of the indices inched higher by the end of Friday. The 
Vietnamese (+5.4% in USD) and Korean (+4.9% in USD) 

markets were among the best performers, followed by 
Indian mid caps (+3.2% in USD). 

The Caixin manufacturing PMI in China strengthened 
to 52.8 in July, up from 51.2 in June. The increase was 
primarily due to the increase in production as well as 
the rise in new domestic orders. The improvement in the 
Caixin (private sector) manufacturing PMI coincided with 
the increase in the official indicator. Meanwhile the Caixin 
services PMI eased to 54.1 in July, from the exceptionally 
strong level of 58.4 seen in June. Although the growth in 
services activity somewhat slowed, the momentum itself 
has not been broken. 

Although the aggregate manufacturing PMI for the 
ASEAN region continued to improve in July, it remained 
below the 50-point threshold, at 46.5. The commentary 
points out that ‘the latest data did offer some encouraging 
signs towards a recovery.’ In the meantime, the Taiwanese 
PMI rose to 50.6. Industrial activity stabilised in India 
despite the sustained period of lockdowns, according to 
the latest manufacturing PMI print (46 in July). 

The central bank of India (RBI) kept the key policy 
rate on hold, at 4%, whilst retaining an accommodative 
stance. The decision followed a cumulative 115bp worth of 
rate cuts. According to the Monetary Policy Committee, 
both the GDP growth and inflation outlooks are uncertain. 
In order to ensure the recovery of the Indian economy, the 
RBI delivered regulatory announcements including a new 
restructuring framework for covid-hit corporate loans.

Economic activity in Indonesia and the Philippines 
significantly declined in 2Q20, due to the coronavirus 
pandemic, social distancing and lockdown measures 
in an attempt to contain the spread. In Indonesia, real 
GDP contracted 5.3% YoY, whilst it declined 16.5% YoY 
in the Philippines. In both countries household spending 
substantially shrank, and investment activity meaningfully 
weakened as well. Meanwhile, Sri Lanka has just released 
the 1Q20 GDP figures, which indicated a 1.6% YoY 
economic contraction. 

The central bank of Thailand stayed put, as it left the key 
interest rate stable at 0.50% in a unanimous decision. The 
Monetary Policy Committee signalled its concern about 
the baht’s strength, again. The Committee retained the 
optionality to loosen financial conditions later, should 
economic growth prospects deteriorate. 

Moody’s kept Pakistan’s credit rating at B3 with the 
outlook as stable after it had initiated a review for 
downgrade in May earlier this year. The rating agency 
expects Pakistan’s economic growth to be positive, 
around 1-2% for the ongoing fiscal year 2020-21 (ending 
June 2021), after experiencing a recession in FY2019-20.

LATIN AMERICA
Latin American stock markets were a mixed bag. Argen-
tina’s stock index gained 5.6% in USD as a result of the 
initial debt restructuring agreement between the govern-
ment and creditors, whilst Peru’s market benefitted from 

damage in 2Q20 through e.g. the UK’s and the 
Eurozone’s GDP numbers) and will – hopefully – 
shed some light on the pace and sustainability of the 
economic recovery (through e.g. July macro data in 
the US and China). And if this would not be enough, 
the continuation of the US-China tensions and the 
Republican-Democrat clash will also keep investors 
engaged.
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further reopening (+2% in USD). In contrast, the weakness 
in the Brazilian index (-4.4% in USD) was primarily due to 
investors’ increasing concern about the deterioration in 
the fiscal stance and possible delays in a more compre-
hensive fiscal reform package.

Industrial production in Brazil rose by 8.9% in June com-
pared with the level of output in May. Despite the pick 
up on a month-on-month basis, actual industrial activity 
remained below last June’s level by 9%. As the economy 
remained anaemic, the Brazilian central bank carried on 
with the rate-cutting cycle and thus opted for a 25bp 
reduction lowering the key policy rate to 2.25%. Since the 
headline inflation gauge remains significantly below the 
central bank’s official inflation target (2.3% YoY in July 
vs. 4%) and on a forward-looking basis the central bank 
does not foresee a pronounced upside tilt to inflation, the 
Monetary Policy Council retained the policy flexibility 
to further reduce interest rates should macro conditions 
warrant it.

The Constitutional Committee of the Chamber of Dep-
uties, Congress’ lower house in Chile, unanimously ap-
proved the proposed reform that would allow the central 
bank to buy and sell Chilean government bonds in sec-
ondary markets on an exceptional basis.

Economic activity in Chile showed signs of bottoming 
out in June, when the monthly GDP proxy index rose 1.7% 
compared with May, which translates into a 12.4% YoY 
contraction.

A new cabinet was sworn in by Peru’s President, Mr Viz-
carra. The cabinet will be headed by Walter Martos, a for-
mer army general, who previously took on the role of the 
Minister of Defense in October 2019 until now. Four cab-
inet members were replaced as well, including the Minis-
ters of Vulnerable People, Energy and Mines, Labour, and 
Defense. The Ministers of Finance and Health retained 
their offices.

Argentina’s government and major creditors reached an 
agreement to restructure US 65bn worth of internation-
al sovereign bonds. The agreement does not involve a 
significant haircut, but pushes a large proportion of prin-
cipal payments until after 2024. The deal should help find 
the common denominator with the IMF, whose assistance 
would be crucial over the next four years when Argentina 
faces USD 49bn in interest and loan repayments.
during the week. 

AFRICA
      

The Egyptian Hermes index (+2.5% in USD) was among 
the strongest performers during the week outstripping 
Morocco (+0.9% in USD). In contrast, investor sentiment 
in the South African stock market was negative, as the 
TOP 40 stock index declined 1.5% in USD by the end of 
Friday.

In Kenya and Nigeria, PMIs rose to 54.2 and 50.4 in 
July, respectively, indicating that these two economies 
could have already bottomed out, whilst the PMI in 
Egypt improved to 49.6, but has not broken through 

the 50-point threshold just yet. The improvement in PMIs 
in all three countries coincided with the re-opening of 
the economies. In contrast, the South African PMI rose 
moderately, to 44.9 in July, suggesting that the recovery 
could have lost its momentum with the economy 
remaining in the doldrums.

THE WEEK A HEAD

UNITED STATES DATE CONSENSUS

CPI inflation (Jul) YoY Wed/12 0.7%

Retail sales (Jul) MoM   Fri/14 1.9%

Industrial production (Jul) 
MoM Fri/14 3.0%

EUROPE DATE CONSENSUS

UK: GDP growth (2Q20) 
YoY Wed/12 -22.3%

Eurozone: GDP growth 
(2Q20) YoY    Fri/14 -15.0%

Poland: GDP growth (2Q20) 
YoY    Fri/14 -9.0%

ASIA PACIFIC DATE CONSENSUS

India: industrial production 
(Jun) YoY Tue/11 -21.5%

India: CPI inflation (Jul) YoY Wed/12 6.3%

China: monthly macro data 
(Jul) Fri/14

Malaysia: GDP growth 
(2Q20) YoY Fri/14 -9.5%

INDIA: POLICY RATE DECISION
LATIN AMERICA DATE CONSENSUS

Mexico: key interest rate Thur/13 4.50%

Peru: key interest rate Fri/14 0.25%

Brazil: economic activity 
(Jun) YoY Fri/14 -7.8%

Colombia: GDP growth 
(2Q20) YoY Fri/14 -16.3%

AFRICA DATE CONSENSUS

South Africa: manufacturing 
(Jun) YoY   Tue/11 -25.8%

South Africa: retail sales 
(Jun) YoY Wed/12 -4.9%

Egypt: key interest rate Thu/13 9.25%
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All performance data is weekly and in USD  
unless otherwise specified.

The information in this document (this “Document”) is for 
discussion purposes only. This Document does not constitute 
an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to acquire, an 
investment (an “Interest”) in any of the funds discussed herein. 
This Document is not intended to be, nor should it be construed 
or used as, investment, tax or legal advice. This Document does 
not constitute any recommendation or opinion regarding the 
appropriateness or suitability of an Interest for any prospective 
investor.  

This material is for distribution to Professional Clients only, 
as defined under the Financial Conduct Authority’s (“FCA”) 
conduct of business rules, and should not be relied upon by 
any other persons. Issued by Alquity Investment Management 
Limited, which is authorised and regulated in the United 
Kingdom by the FCA and operates in the United States as an 
“exempt reporting adviser” in reliance on the exemption in 
Section 203(m) of the United States Investment Advisers Act of 
1940.

The Alquity Africa Fund, the Alquity Asia Fund, the Alquity 
Future World Fund, the Alquity Indian Subcontinent Fund and 
the Alquity Latin American Fund are all sub-funds of the Alquity 
SICAV (“the Fund”) which is a UCITS Fund and is a recognised 
collective investment scheme for the purposes of the Financial 
Services and Markets Act 2000 of the United Kingdom (the 
“FSMA”). This does not mean the product is suitable for all 
investors and as the Fund is invested in emerging market 
equities, investors may not get back the full amount invested.

This Document is qualified in its entirety by the information 
contained in the Fund’s prospectus and other operative 
documents (collectively, the “Offering Documents”). Any offer 
or solicitation may be made only by the delivery of the Offering 
Documents. Before making an investment decision with 
respect to the Fund, prospective investors are advised to read 
the Offering Documents carefully, which contains important 
information, including a description of the Fund’s risks, conflicts 
of interest, investment programme, fees, expenses, redemption/
withdrawal limitations, standard of care and exculpation, etc.  
Prospective investors should also consult with their tax and 
financial advisors as well as legal counsel. This Document does 
not take into account the particular investment objectives, 
restrictions, or financial, legal or tax situation of any specific 
prospective investor, and an investment in the Fund may not be 
suitable for many prospective investors. 

An investment in the Fund is speculative and involves a high 
degree of risk. Performance may vary substantially from year to 
year and even from month to month. Withdrawals/redemptions 
and transfers of Interests are restricted. Investors must be 
prepared to lose their entire investment, and without any ability 
to redeem or withdraw so as to limit losses.

References to indices herein are for informational and general 
comparative purposes only. There will be significant differences 
between such indices and the investment programme of the 
Funds. The Fund will not invest in all (or any material portion) 
of the securities, industries or strategies represented by such 
indices. Comparisons to indices have inherent limitations and 
nothing herein is intended to suggest or otherwise imply that 
the Fund will, or are likely to, achieve returns, volatility or other 
results similar to such indices.  Indices are unmanaged and do 
not reflect the result of management fees, performance-based 
allocations and other fees and expenses.

All Fund performance results presented herein are unaudited 
and should not be regarded as final until audited financial 
statements are issued.  Past performance is not necessarily 
indicative of future results. All performance results are based 
on the NAV of fee paying investors only and are presented net 
of management fees, brokerage commissions, administrative 
expenses, and accrued performance allocation, if any, and 
include the reinvestment of all dividends, interest, and capital 
gains. Net returns shown herein reflect those of an investor 
admitted at inception of the Fund, and are representative of a 
regular [shareholder], net of applicable expenses and reflect 
reinvestment of dividends and interest. In the future, the Fund 
may offer share in the Fund with different fee and expense 
structures.

The Fund’s investment approach is long-term, investors must 
expect to be committed to the Fund for an extended period 
of time (3-5 years) in order for it to have an optimal chance of 
achieving its investment objectives.

This Document may not be reproduced in whole or in part, and 
may not be delivered to any person (other than an authorised 
recipient’s professional advisors under customary undertakings 
of confidentiality) without the prior written consent of the 
Investment Manager.

SWISS INVESTORS:

The prospectus, the Articles of Association, the Key Investor 
Information Document “KIIDs” as well as the annual and semi-
annual report of the Fund is available only to Qualified Investors 
free of charge from the Representative. In respect of the 
units distributed in Switzerland to Qualified Investors, place of 
performance and jurisdiction is at the registered office of the 
Representative. Funds other than the Luxembourg domiciled 
Alquity SICAV mentioned in this document may not be admitted 
for distribution in Switzerland. 

Swiss Representative: FIRST INDEPENDENT FUND SERVICES 
LTD., Klausstrasse 33, 8008 Zurich. 

Swiss Paying Agent: Neue Helvetische Bank AG, Seefeldstrasse 
215, CH-8008 Zurich.

DISCLAIMER

EUROPE
Benoit Ribaud
+44 207 5577 862
benoit.ribaud@alquity.com

MIDDLE EAST, ASIA & UK
Suresh Mistry
+44 207 5577 867
suresh.mistry@alquity.com

NORTH AMERICA
Renee Arnold
+1 215 350 9063 
renee.arnold@alquity.com

UK
Susannah Preston
+44 207 5577 877
susannah.preston@alquity.com

UK
Alex Boggis
+44 207 5577 850
alex.boggis@alquity.com

LATIN AMERICA & SPAIN
Cyn Cano
+44 207 5577 871
cyn.cano@alquity.com


